Hiking in “ Rahoue”- Tannourine
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Sunday September 16, 2012

The hidden treasures and beauty of Lebanon are yet to be unveiled.

It’s one of the most beautiful hikes that will leave wonderful pictures in your memory.
Hike along the upper part of the west mountain chain “Jabal el Mnaitra”!
Tallet el Rahwe is one of the highest peaks in the Middle East. It worth all the effort you put
to get there. The summit offers a huge panoramic breathtaking view in all directions, and
even Cyprus can be seen when weather conditions are especially good. It is not to be
missed!

Our Hike will start from upper part of Fehta village ”Tem charta” and take the path between
the mountains that will lead us to an old historical source called “3ein Ghoma”, where
Jewish used to live.
From there we will continue to Rahoue field where we will find the Rahoue cave; can you
imagine where you can get cold and drink the coldest and tested fresh water in 2750m
above sea level. We will have lunch there.
HIKING LEVEL. 1 to 3 for easy, 4 to 6 for intermediate, 7 to 9 for strenuous
This hike is tough, LEVEL 7, and about 21 km long. It is mostly strait. The hike starts from Fehta.
The path is bare, with no trees to shade us from the sun. It is good to take the challenge.
Reaching the highest peak (2900 m) is a worthy experience. You will get the feeling of being
on top of the world!
If you prefer an easier hike (LEVEL 3& 4), you have the possibility to take a lift in a van to
reduce 50% of the path. Then you will meet with level 7 and continue the journey. The van
will accompany us along the way in case of need.
WHERE IS THE HIKE: Tannourine – Jabal el Mnaitra / Batroun District
In the north, 2900 meters above sea level, 105 km from Beirut.
WHEN:

Sunday, September 16, 2012

MEETING PLACE: Mar Maroun Church Parking, Dora @ 7:30 AM
OUR PRICE: 43,000 LL per person including transport, guides and transfer.
WHAT TO GET: Get some light snacks that will boost up your energy such as dried fruits. Pack
your backpacks with lunch, water, cap, sunglasses and sunscreen. Don't forget to get a
jacket. Wear comfortable walking shoes, preferably hiking shoes (Professional brand is
recommended).
There will be a breakfast stop along the way.
FOR RESERVATION: Please Call CMA Croisières & Voyages
Note: Ecotourism Rules should be followed like Safety regulations. Otherwise all accidents
will not be recognized by the insurance. And occasionally, due to reasons beyond our
control, slight modifications to the event may occur.

